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Abstract. In hybrid 3-D endoscopy, range data is used to augment pho-
tometric information for minimally invasive surgery. As range sensors
suffer from a rough spatial resolution and a low signal-to-noise ratio, sub-
pixel motion between multiple range images is used as a cue for super-
resolution to obtain reliable range data. Unfortunately, this method is
sensitive to outliers in range images and the estimated subpixel displace-
ments. In this paper, we propose an outlier detection scheme for robust
super-resolution. First, we derive confidence maps to identify outliers in
the displacement fields by correlation analysis of photometric data. Sec-
ond, we apply an iteratively re-weighted least squares algorithm to obtain
the associated range confidence maps. The joint confidence map is used
to obtain super-resolved range data. We evaluated our approach on syn-
thetic images and phantom data acquired by a Time-of-Flight/RGB en-
doscope. The proposed method improves the median peak-signal-to-noise
ratio by 1.1 dB compared to super-resolution without outlier detection.

1 Introduction

In hybrid 3-D endoscopy, photometric information is augmented with 3-D data
provided by range imaging (RI) sensors, e. g. based on Time-of-Flight (ToF)
imaging [1]. While range data is essential for robotic-based interventions, photo-
metric data provides color and texture of tissue to enhance an intuitive represen-
tation of the underlying scene. However, a serious issue towards clinical applica-
tions is the limited spatial resolution and the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
todays range sensors. Super-resolution algorithms reconstruct a high-resolution
(HR) image from multiple low-resolution (LR) frames by exploiting subpixel dis-
placements present in an image sequence [2]. This approach has recently been
introduced to RI in image-guided surgery [3]. For an improved reconstruction,
Köhler et al. [4] proposed a super-resolution framework for a multi-sensor setup.
In this approach, photometric data is utilized for optical flow estimation to de-
rive displacement fields for the associated range images. Due to the increased
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accuracy of motion estimation on photometric data this yields accurate super-
resolved range data. However, the method relies entirely on optical flow esti-
mation and is susceptible to mis-registration in difficult scenarios such as large
displacements caused by sizable non-rigid deformations of tissue or independent
moving objects. Additionally, range data is disturbed by outliers, e. g. due to
specular highlights. There are two strategies to deal with such outliers: (i) Error
models accounting for outliers can be utilized for super-resolution. This results
in an optimization problem involving robust error norms [5]. (ii) Outliers can be
removed before super-resolution is performed. This can be achieved using image
similarity metrics to identify outliers caused by erroneous motion estimation [6].

Both approaches focus on a single modality without exploiting additional
guidance by different modalities in hybrid imaging. To overcome this issue, we
propose outlier detection for multi-sensor super-resolution. Our method identifies
outliers in displacement fields as well as in LR range data. For robust super-
resolution, we derive confidence maps using image similarity and an iterative
scheme to assign less weights to imputed outliers. The performance of our method
is demonstrated in hybrid 3-D endoscopy to super-resolve range data.

2 Materials and Methods

Super-resolution is applied to range images y(1), . . . ,y(K) where each y(k) ∈ R
M

is represented as a vector. Due to movements of the camera or motion in the un-
derlying scene, each y(k) is related to a reference frame y(r) by a geometric trans-
formation. For each range image y(k), there exists an optical image z(k)acquired
simultaneously to encode photometric information in a hybrid imaging setup.

2.1 Multi-Sensor Super-Resolution

The objective of multi-sensor super-resolution is to reconstruct a super-resolved
range image x̂ ∈ R

N with N > M from y(1), . . . ,y(K) according to:

x̂ = argmin
x

∑

i

βi |ri(x)|
p
+ λR(x), (1)

where r : RN → R
KM denotes a residual term employed in the underlying error

model based on the Lp norm and β ∈ R
KM is a confidence map to weight the

residual element-wise. For the regularizer R(x) with weight λ > 0, the edge-
preserving Huber prior is employed. We set r(x) = (r(1), . . . , r(K))⊤ and the
residual of the kth frame y(k) is given as:

r(k) = y(k) − γ(k)
m W (k)x− γ(k)

a 1, (2)

where W (k), γ
(k)
m and γ

(k)
a denote the system matrix and the associated range

correction factors for the kth frame and 1 ∈ R
M is the all-one vector. In a multi-

sensor approach, W (k) encodes downsampling, the range sensor point spread
function (PSF) and 2-D geometric displacements derived from optical flow esti-

mated on photometric data. The parameters γ
(k)
m and γ

(k)
a are determined by a

range correction scheme to account for out-of-plane motion [4].
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2.2 Outlier Detection

The confidence map β in Eq. (1) is composed element-wise as βi = βr,i · βz,i.
Here, βr is chosen to suppress outliers in range data. The confidence map βz

weights outliers in the associated displacement fields. The confidence maps are
derived by image similarity analysis and an iterative outlier detection procedure.

We detect outliers in displacement vector fields provided by optical flow in the
domain of the photometric data. Therefore, the reference frame z(r) is aligned
with each frame z(k) according to the estimated displacements. Afterwards, we
analyze the similarity between the warped reference z̃(r) and each frame z(k).
In this paper, we employ the normalized cross-correlation (NCC) as similarity
metric patch-wise to derive the confidence map βz according to:

βz,i =

∑

v∈N (ui)
(z(k)(v)− z̄(k))(z̃(r)(v)− z̄(r))

√

∑

v∈N (ui)
(z(k)(v)− z̄(k))2

√

∑

v∈N (ui)
(z̃(r)(v)− z̄(r))2

, (3)

where N (ui) denotes the local neighborhood formed by the set of pixels in the
photometric data associated with the ith pixel ui in the range images, and z̄(k)

and z̄(r) are the local means in N (ui) for the kth frame and the reference,
respectively. For βz,i < εz, we set βz,i = 0 to reject ui as an outlier where εz
is adjusted to the noise level of photometric data. The confidence map βz is
transformed to the domain of LR range data. This approach is similar to [6],
whereas in our work outliers are detected in photometric data instead of using
LR data directly.

While displacement outliers are removed based on photometric data exploited
as guidance, outliers in depth data must be detected in range images directly.
Therefore, we propose an iterative re-weighted least squares (IRLS) scheme [7]
to derive the confidence map βr. Let x

(0) be the super-resolved image as solution

of Eq. (1) using the confidence maps β
(0)
r = 1 and βz determined according to

Eq. (3). For p = 2, this is done by common least squares optimization such as
a scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) algorithm. Then, the residual r(0) = r(x(0))
given by Eq. (2) is used to derive the range confidence as:

β
(0)
r,i =

{

1 if |r
(0)
i | ≤ εr

εr

|r
(0)
i

|
otherwise

. (4)

We set εr = σr for the residual standard deviation σr. Therefore, we employ the
robust estimator σr = 1.4826 · MAD based on the median absolute deviation
MAD = Mediani(|ri − Mediani(ri)|). The confidence map βr and the super-
resolved data x are iteratively updated in IRLS as depicted in Table 1.

2.3 Experiments

We compared the proposed multi-sensor super-resolution (MSR) to the approach
using the L2 norm model introduced in [4]. Additionally, we evaluated MSR
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Table 1. Super-resolution using iteratively re-weighted least squares (IRLS).

1. Initialize range confidence map β
(0)
r,i = 1 for i = 1, . . . ,KM and t = 0.

2. Determine residual term r(t) = r(x(t−1)) according to Eq. (2).

3. Set β
(t)
i = β

(t)
r,i · βz,i with βz according to Eq. (3) and β

(t)
r according to Eq. (4).

4. Solve for x(t) with p = 2 according to Eq. (1) using SCG optimization:

x(t) = argminx

{

∑

i
β
(t)
i r(x)2 + λR(x)

}

5. Set t← t+ 1 and proceed with step 2 until convergence.

based on L2 norm with outlier detection on LR data [6] and MSR using a robust
L1 norm model [5]. Motion estimation and regularization was realized analogous
to [4].K = 31 frames were used to achieve a magnification of 4. We approximated
the PSF as a Gaussian of width σ = 0.2. For outlier detection, we set εz = 0.8.
Supplementary material for our experiments is available on our web page1.

First, RGB images (640×480 px) and LR range data (64×48 px) were ob-
tained from a laparoscopic model using an RI simulator. Range data was affected
by distance-dependent Gaussian noise (max. σn = 10mm) and Gaussian blur
(σb = 3mm). Perlin noise was induced to simulate invalid ToF measurements
caused by specular highlights. We simulated flying pixels in range data by ran-
domly flipping 20% of all edge pixels. In terms of motion, we generated four data
sets (S1 - S4): Small random motion of the virtual camera was used to simulate
a jitter of a hand-held endoscope (S1). The endoscope was displaced to slightly
different viewing directions (S2). Surgical tools were shifted (S3). Organ sur-
faces were moved to simulate respiratory motion (S4). Super-resolved data was
assessed by comparison to a ground truth using the peak-signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM). Second, we measured a liver phantom
with a ToF/RGB endoscope prototype manufactured by Richard Wolf GmbH,
Knittlingen, Germany. Image data was captured with a frame rate of 30Hz in
the same spatial resolution as synthetic data. During acquisition the endoscope
was moved relative to the liver and tools were moved due to a jitter of the hand.

3 Results

Qualitative results for synthetic data is presented in Fig. 1. If no outlier detection
was employed, super-resolved data contained artifacts due to mis-registrations.
PSNR and SSIM was evaluated for ten sequences per data set using sliding
window processing and is shown as boxplot in Fig. 2. We obtained median values
of 33.4 dB for PSNR and 0.94 for SSIM in the absence of outlier detection. The
proposed method improved the median PSNR (SSIM) by 1.1 dB (0.01). Our
approach also outperformed outlier detection on LR data and L1 norm based
super-resolution. For phantom data, super-resolved range images are presented in
Fig. 3. In our experiments, mis-registrations for endoscopic tools caused artifacts

1 http://www5.cs.fau.de/research/data/
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(a) RGB data (b) LR range (c) MSR (L2 [4]) (d) MSR (OD [6])

(e) MSR (L1 [5]) (f) MSR (proposed) (g) Ground truth

Fig. 1. Synthetic RGB (a) and range data (b): Multi-sensor super-resolution (MSR)
using L2 norm model without (c) and with outlier detection (d), based on L1 norm
model (e) and our method (f) compared to the ground truth (g).
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Fig. 2. Boxplots of peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM)
created for ten sequences per data set using sliding window processing.

in the super-resolved image if outlier detection was not employed. These artifacts
were still present in case of outlier detection on LR data and the L1 norm
approach but well suppressed using the proposed method.

4 Discussion

In this work, we proposed an outlier detection scheme for robust multi-sensor
super-resolution. Our approach detects outliers in range data and the associated
displacement fields to obtain reliable range data for hybrid 3-D endoscopy. The
proposed method outperforms outlier detection based on LR data only and ex-
ploits photometric data as guidance. Compared to super-resolution using an L1

norm model, our method achieves improved robustness under real conditions on
phantom data and improved results in terms of PSNR and SSIM on synthetic
data. Future work will focus on the integration of different weighting schemes to
our outlier detection and a combination of IRLS with L1 norm optimization.
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(a) RGB data (b) LR range (c) MSR (L2 [4])

(d) MSR (OD [6]) (e) MSR (L1 [5]) (f) MSR (proposed)

Fig. 3. RGB (a) and range data (b) obtained from a liver phantom with the results of
multi-sensor super-resolution (MSR) using L2 norm model without (c) and with outlier
detection (d), based on L1 norm model (e) and our method (f).
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